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Plate Sequence for Banks
with Large Circulations

An Observation
by DAVE GRANT

The sequence of plate lettering used for national bank
notes has been very well documented. Each subject on a
plate received a unique letter (A-B-C-D). As plates were
replaced, these letters were incremented (e.g., E-F-G-H).
When the alphabet ran out, use was made of letters with
small letter subscripts which, in turn, were followed by
letters with numerical subscripts. The gigantic first Na-
tional Bank of the City of New York, charter 29, reached
plate A 7 -B 7 -C 7 -D 7 in the printing of its $5-5-5-5 notes,
indicating the use of 37 plates.

HE National Bank of Commerce (NBC) in St. Louis,
charter 4178, was responsible for the largest issue of
national bank notes in the city, and cycled through

plate E5 -F5 -G 5 -H 5 , indicating the use of 26 $5-5-5-5 plates.
These notes are extremely common and provide a number of
interesting subvarieties (signatures, with and without regional
letters, etc). After reading Huntoon (1994) I thought it might
be fun to have a $5 from the Xx plate. Happily, a short time
thereafter an acceptable example printed from this plate was
located among some low grade currency apologetically offered
by a local dealer. As this note was compared with other NBC

$5s, I was surprised to find that the treasury and sheet num-
bers N615544D/785878 were actually somewhat higher than
those appearing on a note printed from plate D3 (K533878D/
763447). This seemed significant since the D3 note was printed
from a plate which should have replaced the plate which pro-
duced the Xx note.

After a little searching, a second, much earlier pair was found.
A Date Back note from plate HH was located with serial num-
bers (D520114B/468127), over 100,000 sheets earlier than
appearing on a note printed from plate B B (M778643B/
570286). To add a bit of spice, plate BB had an "or other secu-
rities" front paired with a "Plain" back and carried the signa-
ture of John Lonsdale (the successor of president Tom
Randolph), both suggesting a later printing and issuance by
the bank.

Frankly, I was stumped. Two pair out of a dozen notes sug-
gested that this was not a rare occurrence, at least for NBC, but
it was also clear that something occurred other than the straight-
forward replacement of plates as they wore out that I'd read
about.

The answer was found in an interesting ledger book at the
Suitland Facility of the National Archives which details the
ordering of printing plates and associated costs from April 1925

T

Notes printed with plate letters HH (Sheet number 468127) and BB (SN 570286). Both carry an "or other securities"
obligation on the front, but the BB was paired with a Plain Back.
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What started my search: the note printed with plate letters X, (Sheet number 785878) and D3 (763447). Both are
"normal" 02 Plain Backs.

National Bank of Commerce of St. Louis

$5-5-5-5 Plate Sequence

DATE
PLATE

SEQUENCE 1
PLATE

SEQUENCE 2

9/5/28 E5-F5-G5-H5
replaced

12/14/27 A5 -B5-05 -D 5

replaced

3/21/27 U4-V4-W4-X4
replaced

4/21/26
replaced

3/25/26 M4-N4-04-P4
replaced

12/1/25 1 4 - J4 - K4 - L4
replaced

10/27/25 E4-F4-G4 H 4

replaced

"Duplicate" A4 -134 - C4 - D 4

$10-10-10-10 Plate Sequence

2/21/28 	 A5-B5-05-D5
replaced

3/15/27	 U4-V4-W4-X4
replaced

9/9/26 	 Q4-R4-S4-T4
replaced

M4 -N4-0 4 -P 4

NB: "Date" is the date that the indicated plate was ordered.

through June 1933. Any time a new or duplicate printing plate
was ordered an entry was made into this ledger. Presumably,
once a plate was so replaced it was withdrawn from service
and destroyed.

From the ledger it was clear that the National Bank of Com-
merce, and several other banks with very large circulations,
used more than one set of printing plates for a given denomi-
nation at the same time. The practice appears especially preva-
lent on the $5-5-5-5 plates, although a few banks followed the
practice for higher denomination sheets as well.

The sequence of $5-5-5-5 and $10-10-10-10 plates for the
National Bank of Commerce during the period 1925 to 1929
is provided in the table included in this article. For the entire
period, the Suitland ledger confirmed that two sets of plates
were used simultaneously to print NBC's $5 notes. For example,
on September 9, 1928 an order was received for $5-5-5-5 plate
E5-F5-G5-H5 as a replacement for plate U 4 -V4 -W4 -X4 rather than
plate A5 -B 5-0 5 -D 5 as would normally be expected. Plate A5 -B5

-05 -D 5 continued in use along with the new plate until the
bank's currency issuance ended due to its merger with Mer-
cantile Trust Company in May 1929. The example from plates
HH and BB indicates that the practice of using two plates at the
same time to print the bank's $5s had originated some time
prior to 1915.

The plate letter assignment sequence presented in Huntoon
(1994) does correctly identify the next letter combinations on
the plate assigned to a bank. However, because more than one
plate was used at the same time to print a given denomina-
tion, it does not follow that plate E-F-G-H would necessarily
replace plate A-B-C-D.

It's also worth noting that although a similarly large num-
ber of $10-10-10-10 plates were used in the printing of the
National Bank of Commerce's $10-10-10-10 sheets, they were
replaced in a more "typical," sequential fashion. All replace-
ment plates cost the bank $120, the usual charge for a replace-
ment plate.

A quick perusal of the Suitland ledger revealed a similar prac-
tice for several other, generally larger, banks:
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First NB of New York
	

Chtr 29	 $5-5-5-5
NB of the Republic, Chicago 	 Chtr 4605 	 $5-5-5-5

$10-10-10-20

Bank of Italy, San Francisco 	 Chtr 13044 $10-10-10-10

Webster & Atlas NB, Boston 	 Chtr 1527	 $5-5-5-5

In the case of Webster and Atlas National Bank, the bank
was charged $128 since bank officer signatures were transferred
to the duplicate plate. Certainly other examples exist, since
my review of the ledger focussed primarily on banks in St.
Louis, MO and Evansville, IN.

This observation was possible because of enormous issu-
ance and survival of NBC's notes. Between 1909 and 1929
over 1.5 million $5-5-5-5 sheets were printed and issued, and
so many have survived that a full set of plate letters should be
within the financial reach of the patient collector. An interest-
ing but somewhat arcane collection could be built on laddering
apparently out-of-sequence serial number/plate letter combi-
nations or, for the very brave, on assembling changeover pails.
Perhaps more rationally, the true syngraphist should just re-
member that even the very common is always worth another
look.
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COOPER (Continued from page 4)

terfeits and their deviations that have appeared in modern
collector publications. 4 This latter method is the easiest and
fastest but, of course, is limited to those counterfeits previ-
ously discovered and reported. Comparison with blue paper
notes is tedious but allows for discovery of counterfeits not
previously reported.

As an example, an $8 Continental note of the September
26, 1778 resolution looked suspicious and was examined to
determine if it was a contemporary counterfeit or a legitimate
issue. A check of the published descriptive lists of known coun-
terfeits did not list this note. The signers were legitimate names
but verification was lacking of the authenticity of the hand-
writing. The paper seemed to be a bit lighter in color but the
typical embedded threads were present as are found in legiti-
mate Continental paper. The harp emblem became the most
questionable discrepancy. The outer circle enclosing the motto
and device had a distinct break which had not appeared on
prior issues using this emblem. Of more concern, however,

was the placement of the harp in the emblem. On other occa-
sions, before and after this issue, the upper tip of the harp was
opposite the "N" of the word CONSONANT. 5 In this speci-
men that same feature of the harp is shifted in position. Now
it is opposite the dot between the words MINORIBUS and
CONSONANT. This arouses the suspicion that this note is re-
ally a newly identified contemporary counterfeit. However, the
final test is one which few types of paper money offer to col-
lectors in verifying specimens. A comparison is available with
a known genuine specimen as printed on the blue paper. Com-
parison in this case with this reference specimen shows that
the same deviations in printing are on the blue paper note and
the specimen is probably a legitimate issue.
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SULLIVAN (Continued from page 5)

used as well, like "Secured Paper," "Approved Paper," "City
Safety Fund," etc. A few businesses went as far as incorporat-
ing the word "Bank" in their title, to help make their advertis-
ing notes more noticeable. About the only thing missing from
these obsolete look-alikes was a date and a serial number.

When state bank notes became more elaborate in design
and color, the advertising notes became more intricate as well.
When the backs of the bank notes began to be engraved, ad-
vertising notes followed suit. The entire scheme of this mer-
chandising technique was to make the advertising notes closely
resemble the legal paper money of the times.

Imagine a person in the early to mid-1800s somehow re-
ceiving one of these advertising notes; their first immediate
impression is that the note may be actual money. This in turn
forces the person to carefully look at the note and read it to see
if it is money. By making a person look at and read the notes,
the retailer accomplishes his objective by successfully adver-
tising.
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